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Approaching Robomobile planet...
		

To the robomobile-life travelers.

This atlas is an invitation to an imaginary world which is, in some respects,
so close to ours, and in others such a far cry from the way we live.
Twenty-one stories of individual wanderings on this robomobile planet
are collected here. The explorers, each in their own style, have wished
to recount their experiences, share their memories, let Earthlings feel
a tiny bit of what they themselves have lived through.		
		
		
What is propounded here, then, is a different way of traveling.
			
			
During this vagrancy, you will encounter, at once, a familiar
			
feeling of déjà-vu and a strange feeling of exoticism.
				
				
Let yourself be transported over the pages.
					
					
If you worry about getting lost, the robomobile planet
					
panoramic map at the end of the book can help you find
					your way.
					
						
Wishing you a lovely wandering, whether in
						
company or on your own, and hoping that it will
						
inspire you so that, in turn, you too will
						
wish to participate in this collective adventure
						
and tell us about your experience of the
						robomobile planet.
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PLANET FULL OF MOBILE ROBOTS
by

YOU LI
By chance, we discovered a new
planet with highly civilized habitants. We were warmly welcomed
by the local habitants and invited
to visit many places in this planet.
Except the exotic land view on
this planet, the most impressive
is their transportation system.
The vehicles they have are
basically aircraft that can move
easily in 3D space at any direction and with any manoeuvre. Of
course, the roads on this planet
are in 3D as well, marked by road
signs suspended in the air. The city
is built on 3D as well, buildings are
designed to be connected by those
3D roads directly, not like our Earth.
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One of the most amazing things is
how they use the power. Although
I’m not sure about which type of
power is used, electricity, chemical fuel or something we don’t
recognise, the way of charging
the vehicle is totally by the air.
The power can be transmitted
just like radio waves as in the
Earth. These aliens built numerous power stations along the
roads. When a vehicle needs
to be charged, they just need
to search for the nearest power
station, connect to it and start
to charge even when the vehicle
is moving. This is magic! They
totally harness the power and can
get it at any time and any position
on their planet. The power can
be transmitted just like we send
messages through WhatsApp!

Not only the power, but also the
vehicles are totally harnessed
by these aliens. The vehicles are
basically intelligent robots, not
just machines. Like horses, these
vehicles can drive by themselves
freely in 3D. During our trip to
a famous scene, the ‘driver’ just
selected a destination, the vehicle
found the route itself. To avoid the
boring journey, this vehicle can talk
to you, know what you like to see
or to listen, choose your favourite
news channel or music channel
when you are onboard. Not only
the power, but also the information
can be transmitted freely through
this vehicle, as during the trip, the
‘driver’ can buy the entrance ticket,
book the restaurant and hotel
through this vehicle.
In the side of public transportation, since those vehicles are
fully autonomous, there is no bus
any more, all replaced by robot
taxis. People don’t need to go to
the bus station, they can easily
find a robot taxi nearest to them
and wait anywhere for the taxi.
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AUTONOMOVILLE: A HUMAN CITY!
by

FABIO ANTONIALLI
7 am: we have just landed, and I have just woken
up from my hypersleep after this long interstellar
journey. We have arrived on planet Robomobile,
in Roboland country. It feels so good to breathe
new air!
8:15 am: I can’t wait to go out and explore this
beautiful capital city, Autonomoville (um … what
a strange name … but it may work…).

Here, crossing a street, for example, is nothing to
worry about. People are always a priority, there
is no place for egos, just for us. To be swell here
is not to own one of those translucent eggs, but
to share them and to always make the best use of
the common goods. Here, it is not possession that
is valued, but experience. It is not what we own
that counts, but what we do and what we are! Um
… that reminds me of the so-called millennials vs
Generation X on our Earth. Maybe we are on the
right track after all…

Being just a dweller of a large overcrowded city
on our humble and now distant planet Earth, I
am amazed by the beauty of Autonomoville’s
urban architecture. Here, it is the people, not the
means of transport, who are the centre of attention.
Cars? Traffic jams? Pollution? Noise? The cement
jungle? For the citizens of Autonomoville, those
are just fables, folklore … things from a forgotten,
so distant Earth.

To get from point A to point B here in Autonomoville,
people use coloured eggs (weird, but wonderful),
sometimes transparent, sometimes translucent, operated by the mind! Wow!
A steering wheel? Drivers? Wheels? The inhabitants of Planet Robomobile will never know what
such things are. Now, the reason for the beautiful
and poetic name of this lovely city becomes clear:
Autonomoville. Which, in my opinion, could also
have been ‘Human-scale-city’.
Here, streets and avenues have been designed
for the people, for conviviality, for social interaction, for all things green and for fluid and peaceful
mobility. Everything here is connected, organised,
automated! Each element, each person, each egg,
works in perfect harmony. A full-fledged, well-tuned
orchestra, conducting the cycle of everyday life.
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9:30 pm: Wow, check the time! I haven’t even
seen the day go by! At this time of the evening, on
Earth, I’d be arriving home, all stressed out after
the never-ending traffic jams and the long day! But
here? It seems as if only a few minutes have elapsed,
such is the quality of life! Well, this has been my
experience here… I see an egg around the corner,
I’ve just called it with my mind (wow, we will never
get tired of this!).
9:50 pm: I have just arrived at my hotel, in time
for a good shower and a good night’s sleep! But
before I say goodbye to you, dear reader, I hope
this interplanetary email finds you well, and I wish
one of these days you can see with your own eyes
all that I have experienced here today.
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THE TERRITORIAL HUB
by

DOMINIQUE ROUILLARD
The dilution of the city beyond the
city, the sprawl as it was called in
the 1960s, then the after sprawl
when we tried to remedy the phenomenon in the 2000s, is a bygone
narrative: nowhere do we perceive
those old oppositions, the territorial hub has made it possible
to turn any place of intersection,
exchange or meeting, whatever its
scale, into a formidably efficient
place of intermodality and urbanity. Here, we are a far cry from
the railway station, organised
according to the nineteenth-century oppositions between the
“passenger building” on one side
and the “forecourt” on the other,
with the first one articulating
the platforms and the travellers’
movements – later transformed
into a vast commercial space –,
and the other articulating the
“station” to the “city”. These two
concepts, these two spatial realities, “station” and “city”, “passenger building” and “forecourt”,
dominant from the 19th to the
21st centuries – they still determined the Grand Paris Express
stations at the start of the 21st
century – , and even the very idea
of articulating such oppositions,
have dissolved into a continuum
of flows within a large common
space. Just as urbanisation had
conquered the whole territory
from the end of the 20th century,
so the development of technologies and practices of mobility 7.0
have disrupted the stations and
turned them into true movement
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machines: an architecture of time
for accelerating exchange and
intermodality and ensuring the
latter’s success.
The automated vehicle has
been one of the agents of this
transformation: by going to pick
up its passenger all the way up to
the platform, on either side of the
platform, it has cancelled the distance, the gap, the physical space
between the station – the platform,
the train … – and the outside of the
station – the city, the parking lots,
the other modes. The stop spot
has become a passenger pickup
point and not a place for waiting
or parking. From here on, the
vehicle comes to me, and by so
doing it spares me the mandatory
walking stretch of intermodality,
which has lastingly slowed down
the development of the use of
other modes. Interoperability, via
cell phones, was accomplished a
long time ago; we had thought it
would be the key to successful
intermodality and to persuade
people of the ease of switching
from one mode to another. But
that did not take into account the
space, the physical distance, the
minute-to-minute time calculations, nor the tiredness and the
fact that the personal vehicle was
really “too good”.
The expression ‘fragmented transit’ is no longer useful. The automated vehicle has
created a degree of proximity
between modes which could
not and cannot find a place (for

parking, for waiting, etc.) in the
necessarily restricted space of
the station – whether an existing
station, or one to be designed.
While we were still thinking
about stations in terms of the spatial layout that would best reduce
the distances between modes – we
can easily find a choice of more
than 30 modes in the most important hubs –, the solution lay in
the vehicle itself. Provided that
it is clean, silent and reduced in
size so as to be able to penetrate
indoor spaces, and occasionally
autonomous (we had first named
it the ECV: Environmentally
friendly and Communicating
Vehicle), it was the vehicle itself
that made it possible to bridge
the distance, to link, within the
hub, one mode to another. The
ECV is more than a means of
transport, it is the connection
itself; by its (low) speed, it opens
a space which no longer needs to
grow. The ECV has thus largely
replaced the compulsory walking
march of intermodality. So now
we see, in the transfer corridors,
vehicles circulating among the
walking crowd! The dissolution
of the opposition becomes total
between vehicles and pedestrians, between the so-called
heavy modes of transport and
the new or active and soft ones,
between the front of the station
and its rear, between the interior
and the exterior of the hub, of
the city. The outdoor station has
become a reality.
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by

GUILLAUME USTER
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The new generation of school shuttles developed from Chinese artificial intelligence software met all
safety criteria. But on the 49th day of this cursed year of 2049, the vehicles went crazy and ran over
schoolchildren after school, killing and mutilating more than 2,000 children. The Gustave Eiffel
University, a grouping of all the Universities of the French territory since 2035, was responsible for the
expertise of this dramatic phenomenon.
Metamaterials have the property of controlling the reflection of electromagnetic waves. Research
work made it possible to develop, from 2020, a coating improving the sensitivity of anti-collision radars
of connected vehicles, by increasing the RCS (Radar Cross Section). Thus, small vehicles (bicycle, scooter, tricycle) coated with metamaterial were detected with the same precision as automobiles. Orange
vests were even made from a fabric covered with this coating, thus contributing to the protection and
safety of personnel/staff working on road construction sites.
During the second trip of the taikonauts to Mars, soil samples were brought back, including a
strange wire-like material. It was during one of the analyzes to find out its properties that the discovery
was made, by chance, on the Lille Campus.
Serendipity has once again gibed at Darwinism!
This extraterrestrial/alien material had the capacity to deceive all the on-board sensors and thus
to create an absolute security bubble of several meters, preventing the penetration of any autonomous
vehicle. But for that, the Martian thread had to be woven by a very particular process whose skill had been
somewhat forgotten. The looms of the Calais and Caudry lace were then taken out of the museums and
enabled the creation of a protective device
to be affixed to the schoolbags. This
safety measure equipment for school
transport became compulsory from
2050 and was nicknamed Meta.
Every morning, when leaving
for school, it was customary
to say: Wear your Meta!

After this first leg of vagrancy, I feel light, liberated, soothed. The gentleness
of life has a surreal quality and leaves me with a strange taste. Everything is
so well organized, down to the last millimeter, with the regularity of a
metronome. I can hardly believe my eyes. The machines are under control,
my living space is preserved, I feel really safe. But somehow, such a calm and
predictable world worries me. Surely for no reason. I can’t wait to get back
on the road.

WEAR YOUR META!

.
.
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FLOCKS OF MECHANICAL CRAFT,
GENTLE DRONING
by

ANNA JACKMAN
I hear a distant hum – low, but steady. I stop, ears
pricked. The sound grows louder, morphing into
a higher pitch as it encroaches into my ear. My
eyes wince slightly. Something is approaching.
I find my head being drawn upwards, my eyes
scanning, trying to follow this whirring. That’s
when I see them.
There is this group of ‘things’ in the air. They
are too low and small to be aircraft. Perhaps 200
feet above me, and they look different to the aircraft I know. Peculiar – each no bigger than one
armspan. They are boxy in shape – with what look
like propellers, tiny and fast-moving, protruding.
They seem to have boxes lodged underneath, but
they move quickly. If and what they carry, and why,
remains a mystery to me. I follow the group with
my eyes, tracing them until they evade view.
I cast my gaze further, towards the horizon.
I see clusters in the distance – little collections of
these ‘beings’, crafts, in the air afar. I immediately
look at the area around me: nothing, nobody. In
the distance there seem to be shadows, perhaps
small crowds, but they aren’t looking up. No one
seems to notice.
I did though. I heard them again, gliding closer. I look up, trying to catch a glance as the craft
appear – trespassing into the air above me. Their
movement is curious – uniform. There is an order
– a distinct space between, yet they moved collectively - almost choreographically. It is as if they
are communicating, agreeing a pace, a direction.
I can’t see how – or even if - they are controlled.
The group then turns. As if reaching a bend
in the road, they head towards a row of high rise
buildings – housing, I think. Here, at the apex of the
complex, they depart from each other, disassembling and veering off, taking separate paths. I follow
particular craft as they gliding along before instantaneously halting and lingering – hanging in the air.
A pause, then they re-engage, floating downwards
to sit on a small pad. The rotors stop turning, but
the motion feels incomplete. The mechanical birds
drop the box they carried, as if depositing branches,
before rising and speeding away. I look back to the
building, the box sits unattended – waiting. An arm
appears, quickly snatching the box, which disappears inside. Gone.
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I want to follow it. I walk to the high rise, in search
of elevation. Standing on a balcony I see a second
group of craft passing, heading down an invisible
aerial highway. I wait eagerly for them to visit me,
but they veer off. I watch them, disappointed, until I
realise they look different. They have flashing lights,
different markings – yellow and blue stripes. Are
they tiny ambulances? Perhaps this is a new form of
birdwatching, trying to discern each creature, I think
to myself. The craft keep moving, flashing, as they
head to a building in a distance. I can’t make out
exactly where they’re going, but it’s a lower building,
with small helipads on top. As they poise to land,
a loud siren rings. Suddenly, I see the outlines of
figures rushing to the roof – the craft stop flashing
and the contents are quickly grabbed, rushed inside.
I return to the ground, in search of answers.
I hear that noise above my head again and try to
talk to a figure passing by. I’m met with silence,
vacancy. I point upwards, gesturing urgently, until
I get a response – one sound: ‘drone’. I walk away,
thinking about that word – that sound. I keep
walking. Occasionally I see their shadows on the
ground. I think of flocks of birds, darting and gliding through the sky. Of swallows and swifts.
This image is interrupted with a loud beep. I
stop, halted: is something going to fall? Instinctively,
my eyes close. A soft, still, whirr hums for some
time. This time I think of insects. Maybe of bees. I
tentatively look back up. Several craft are above me,
still, and close enough that I can see some detail.
They don’t have bird or insect wings or eyes. They
are more angular, harsher looking, yet they sit softly
on the air – mechanical beasts perhaps. Suddenly the
lights on one craft, then on a second, start flashing
red – an angry red. Perhaps they’ve stalled, malfunctioned? It appears a warning not to approach.
They slowly power back up, edging forwards,
heading for what looks like a power cable. They sit
here content, like someone resting on a park bench.
I wander over, perhaps for some company, sitting
beneath them on the kerb. Then I hear a soft engine
sound – they move again. I feel an urge to follow
them, these awakened mechanical birds. I walk, run,
but they outpace me - steaming ahead on whatever
excursion – mission – is next.
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HARMONY
by

OLIVIER ORFILA
What an overwhelming journey into the robomobile world! A world guided by respect for nature and
our elders. City centres, redesigned as eco-neighbourhoods, have been rid of our good old cars loaded
with petroleum products.
Hard to believe, but transport has become lighter: no more heavy vehicles. Only large shuttles
used as delivery vehicles and for public transport. In my travel diary, I made a sketch of an amazing
means of transport, the Harmony. Neither a motorcycle, nor a scooter, nor a car, but rather intended
for the elderly, it drives passengers serenely, at moderate speed.
Not entirely autonomous, it allows its semi-driver to remain alert, but it is always there like a
horse for its rider, like the K2000 for Michael Knight. An interface worthy of Doctor Kawashima is
available for regularly training the intellectual skills of its occupant. Humans can drive when they feel
like it, and the machine is always there when it’s needed.
In harmony with the elderly but also with Nature, the Harmony is made of wood and natural rubber
tyres. No plastic, very little metal. Technology, of course, is built in but almost invisible. The overall
design is totally sleek, without actual bodywork, just a simple floorboard and a wooden frame mounted
on four small wheels. The device is lighter than its load, having been developed with a minimum of
material.
I couldn’t help but try it. Although rather small, the Harmony yet keeps a robust appearance and
I easily find my place on it. After some apprehension at the startup, I felt completely reassured by the
stability of the automated system. The lightness of the machine combined with its smooth driving carry
us around peacefully in this city where nature has regained its place. The interface then offers me to do
a bit of intellectual work, presenting me with images directly captured by the Harmony on which I am
asked to find all the pedestrians. I sometimes fail, but I get caught up in the game… Just as I tell myself
that I’m starting to get tired of this little game, Harmony has read my emotions and has moved on to
presenting the best films of the moment: I’m dazzled. To the point of not realising that I have already
arrived at my destination and that it is time to return to my Earth.
I had never felt such serenity as during my trip to the Robomobilie. Just one wish: to go back as
soon as possible!
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PERSONAL VOICE ASSISTANT
by

[CTS: compatible time slots between two or more
calendars]

OLIVIER FOURCADET
I have always loved to engage in conversation.
However, not all conversations are of equal merit!
For me, the pleasure of a conversation depends as
much on its subject as on the quality of the interlocutor and the manner of the dialogue. What joy
it is to look for that argument that will hit the target, and to prove to the person in front of us that
their statements are contradictory … and a touch
of chicanery: that’s pure happiness! For a technical
guy like me, philosophical discussions are often
moments of intense fulfilment, moments when I
can detach myself from work.
But the pace of life – mine as well as that of
those with whom I enjoy conversing – only rarely
allows me such moments of happiness. And ever
since my friend Thierry retired and moved out of
town, it has been impossible for me to find a contender who is as knowledgeable as cunning. In his case,
because of his job, he had the time, in between our
sessions, to seek out implacable arguments.
One day, while I was using a robomobile to
visit a vertical farming facility in the suburbs, I
discovered a new skill on the screen of the personal voice assistant, a device that in the last several
years has served as my butler. Our conversations, if
I dare call them so, are essentially limited to practical aspects of my life: “Add butter to my shopping
list”; “Show me the CTS in Frédéric’s agenda”; “Are
there any allergens in M brand cookies?”; “Which
are the active delivery notifications?”

It is true that ever since we started talking to
machines and that they answer us, I no longer look
at the screens and the ‘new features’ page of my personal voice assistant as much as I used to. Anyway,
on the robomobile’s screen, identical to mine at
home, I discovered a new ‘skill’ entitled “Let’s
philosophise together.” With half an hour ahead
of me and nothing else to do, I told myself, “Let’s
philosophise, then!” Quite frankly, I was miles
away from imagining what was going to happen.
I activated the skill, then, which welcomed me
with a choice among several options: to debate on
a subject or to debate with a famous philosopher,
pointing out that since this was my first visit, my
level would be tested to offer me philosophical
challenges in line with it. Oh, machine, you don’t
know who you’re dealing with here! I chose to debate
with Michael Sandel, Professor Emeritus of Political
Philosophy at Harvard University. Piece of cake,
I thought, since I had once read all of Michael’s
books and watched his courses and lectures on an
internet channel.

Hello Olivier, said a voice with an American accent,
I’m Michael Sandel. I will be delighted to debate with
you today. Would you like to view your contender as
a hologram or just to hear his voice? Please allow
me … […]

Thirty minutes later, the car’s voice interrupted
the fascinating conversation that I was having with
Michael Sandel, to tell me that I was ALREADY
about to reach my destination. ALREADY, my God,
time had run so fast! Too fast, way too fast.
On the way back home, I resumed the conversation where we had left it. To facilitate my reconnection, Michael Sandel offered me a summary of
our earlier half-an-hour exchange. And we went
back to our debate… Wow, Wow, Wow! I can only
think of exclamation marks to express my appreciation for the quality of this skill.
Back at home, I explored the range of options for
the application. Not only were the subjects numerous
and challenging, but also the choice of philosophers
and debaters was impressive. To name just a few:
Aristotle, Emmanuel Kant, Wittgenstein, Bertrand
Russell, Karl Popper, Socrates. And yet, excited that
I had been to argue with Michael Sandel, I had not
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noticed that the skill had several other resources. One
module offered an analysis of my own arguments.
Another, an evaluation of my level. I could also purchase training sessions to better prepare myself for the
combat against my favourite philosopher or against
an amateur philosopher like me.
Ever since that first encounter with “Let’s
philosophise together”, I have become a fan. The
hardest part for me, always, is finding the time as
well as the right place. Public transport is not propitious, because it is too noisy or even because the
distance between my workplace and my house is
not long enough to allow me the time for a good
conversation. I thought home might be fine … but it
turned out not to be. The comfortable environment
of a robomobile is favourable for my philosophical conversations. Certainly, I do feel a little guilty
using vehicles for philosophising. Just a little bit
guilty, but not too much!
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ROBOMOBILITY IN A LARGE CITY INFECTED
WITH THE COVID-49 VIRUS
by

JINCHENG NI
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I have just come back from a trip to the future in a big city with more than ten million inhabitants in
the Middle Kingdom of Earth. On my arrival, unfortunately, a virus called Covid-49 had just started
infecting the population. Contagion progressed at such speed that the number of people infected very
quickly exceeded 10,000 and the city hall was caught short.
In order to contain the spread of the virus among the population, the authorities took several
radical measures: same as in 2020, the whole city was placed in quarantine, urban and suburban public
transport inside the city as well as between the city and the surrounding areas were suspended, taxis
and road traffic were banned, as were all public gatherings, drastic restrictions were imposed on people
leaving their home, etc.
The question then arose of ensuring the transport of medical staff and patients to specialised
hospitals as well as the transport of goods including medicines. Electric connected vehicles, cars and
shuttles, were requisitioned and made available. Since automated vehicles do not use drivers, operator infection is no longer a risk. The transport of medical staff was thus smoothly carried out 24/7 by
automated cars. Patient transport was also facilitated by geolocation of patients and hospitals and by
information about each institution’s available capacity. The transport of essential medicines and food
by automated truck or drone proceeded in a coordinated and harmonious manner.
Thanks to these automated vehicles effectively contributing to the organisation and the emergency
operations following such radical measures, the spread of the epidemic was considerably slowed down.
So much so that a month later, the virus had disappeared.

The technical genius of this society is impressive, but humans beings are still
made of flesh and bone. I was very afraid of catching the virus. I decided
to flee and take refuge in an urban haven away from the epidemic. Over here,
time seems to have come to a halt. Life goes on as if nothing had happened.
It’s as if I’d been teleported to a European city, but no, I’m definitely in one of
these robocities.

.
.
.
.
.
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ROBOCAR
by

CHARLES RAUX
“Come on, let’s go kids! Hurry up, by the time we that the president of the metropolis planned to ban
get there by bike, you’ll be late for school again!” all drive-through activity after 5 am in order to limit
yelled Tom.
the morning traffic jams. Lea had once also sent the
“But Dad, we have time, we can take the PeuDong to pick up her ageing parents. But they had
robocar!”
been traumatised by the experience and had sworn
“Oh no, we can’t do that!” Following several robocar that they would not be made to go through it again.
accidents where children had been hit by uncontrol- They preferred to use the services of HumaTaxi,
lable cars in the vicinity of the school, the city hall which guaranteed the presence of a human driver
had banned all motor vehicles in a vast perimeter on board. This reassured passengers even if all the
around the premises. The school could now only “driver” did was just discreetly enter instructions on
be reached on foot or bike.
the autopilot.
Once, though, robocars had totally replaced
After accompanying the children to school,
the old cars of the ’30s. Their happy passengers Tom had returned home, where he was to wait for
no longer had to bother driving, to the point that the shared robotaxi sent by Lyon-Mobilité to drive
the steering wheel and the pedals had disappeared. him to work. As it is, access to the urban area was
The only thing left in the car was a bright red box banned to private robocars within a span of 20 km
containing a remote control with a touch screen, from the city centre. That restriction covered most
kept behind a glass with the legend “to break in an workplaces and Tom had no choice. He could work
emergency”, next to a small hammer.
from home a few days a week or send his holoHackers, however, were sometimes able to gram for meetings, as did his Chinese or Australian
take remote control of the robocars, and the takeo- colleagues, who could not do otherwise. But such
ver was often flawed: accidents happened, some- virtual presence was frowned upon in the long run
times injuring pedestrians. Even though people by most colleagues, who preferred informal faceinside the car were protected by its built-in security to-face discussions.
systems, passengers always found it scary to be
Finally, the robotaxi arrived, one hour behind
locked up and helpless inside a vehicle which was schedule. It would have to make a detour to pick up a
out of control.
few commuters in the neighbourhood and then head
Tom and Lea had then decided to subscribe towards the activity zone 30 km away. That would
to the latest version of the GooBaidu robomobile take between one and two hours through traffic
software, guaranteed by its Chinese-American jams. Despite the promises of shared mobility of the
developers to be safe against the most sophisti- ’20s, when the autonomous vehicle had appeared,
cated cyberattacks of the time. The subscription Lyon-Mobilité was overwhelmed by the complexity
was expensive, but it was the price to pay for the of centralised mobility regulation and by the huge
family to be able to retreat every weekend to their demand. What made it bearable for Tom was that
house on the mountains, and thus avoid the heat he would be able to answer his emails and prepare
wave which regularly overwhelmed the region. They for the afternoon meeting.
took advantage of the opportunity to purchase a new
Suddenly the robotaxi swerved and turned
PeuDong. Like the personal computers of the ’20s, onto a dirt road. It had probably been fooled by
the cars themselves were inexpensive because the the on-board map, which had been programmed
components were recycled on a large scale and the somewhere in India. It was obviously going in the
vehicles could be traded in every three years. On top opposite direction to the one originally planned.
of that, the car – which they had fully customised Tom rushed to smash the glass and grab the emeron Alizon – had been delivered in one month from gency remote control. A strident bell started ringing.
the mega robofactory in Shenzhen.
Tom kept trying to gain control by tapping on the
During the week they used their robocar remote-control screen. The alarm continued to
mostly to pick up the groceries from the Alizon pierce his eardrums and he was starting to panic.
drive-through. They would send it out at night while
Suddenly he woke up. He was in bed, franthey slept to avoid the traffic jams during the day. tically swiping his finger across the screen of his
But so many neighbours in the area did the same smartphone to stop the obnoxious alarm clock.
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THE CURB
by

KATHERINE KORTUM
In a future robomobile world, one of the most
valuable locations in urban areas will be the curb.
Even before fully automated vehicles were available,
cities began to consider their curb space differently.
In the 20th and early 21st century, most curb space
was dedicated to parking of personally-owned
vehicles. On most streets in most cities, there was
little demand for other use of the curb, and it became
an extension of people’s property which they used
to store vehicles.
However, as parcel delivery, shared mobility,
and robomobility became more prevalent during
the 21st century, cities reconsidered the value of
that space. Individuals and households ordered
more and more goods from online retailers, greatly
increasing the number of delivery vehicles operating
in cities. Without a clear place to park while loading
and unloading, freight vehicles often blocked traffic,
racked up fines, and hindered the free movement
of people, even as they provided a valuable service.
Shared mobility required picking up and dropping off passengers at their origins and destinations.
The safety of travelers was reduced when the space
directly in front of those origins and destinations
was taken by parked vehicles. Like with delivery
vehicles, shared mobility vehicles also blocked
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traffic and hindered the movement of others as they
stopped to allow their passengers to get in and out
of the vehicles. Passengers were walking through
traffic to reach the vehicle, reducing their safety
level.
And finally, robomobility made the need for a
parking place directly in front of a traveler’s origin
and destination less important. Even before full
automation was widely available, vehicles with low
levels of automation could maneuver themselves
to and from nearby parking locations, often in offstreet garages. This ability of a vehicle to arrive
when requested reduced the need for it to be parked
on the street when not in use.
All of these factors together led cities to begin
to charge for the public space on roadways that had
previously been free. The prices varied greatly, with
low rates available in residential neighborhoods with
low demand, to much higher rates in urban activity
centers with high levels of demand. Street parking
was still available for those who were willing to pay,
but cities were now able to use curbs more productively than they had in the past. With lower demand
for on-street parking, they were able to create more
room for safe travel among all modes.
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WHAT ARE ROBOMOBILES DOING
AT NIGHT?
by

JAKOB PUCHINGER
You will not believe me, I just came
back from the robomobile planet
tonight. I saw some very interesting, inspiring, but also intriguing things. During the day the
robomobile city is like a beehive,
full of activities and continuing
coming and going. People are
moving by using various transport modes, including walking,
biking and public transport. Last
mile transport and complex or specific travel needs are catered for
by electric robomobiles even deliveries are handled automatically.
The robomobiles exist in a great
variety as they have to respond
to a varying demand. There are
shared shuttles and vehicles with
smaller capacities providing very
different services allowing to work
and entertain, there are even single
person pods. Seeing this buzzing
vehicles I asked myself What
are robomobiles doing at night?
I secretly followed one of those
vehicles at around 10 PM, the time
where a lot of the robomobiles are
leaving the city.
The vehicles go to a “robodorm” a highly secured logistics
centre for recharging and servicing the robomobiles. There are
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several robodorms on the fringe of
the city, attracting an impressing
flow of vehicles and reducing the
number of vehicles in circulation.
I have been able to get a hidden
view of such a robodorm, it is a
very busy place. Robomobiles are
entering and leaving at every point
in time. As a researcher I was lucky
enough to be allowed in. As I was
able to observe, the robodorms are
operated by different robomobile
manufacturers offering a complete
range of services and providing
those to the local mobility operators. It is a highly competitive
business. Manufacturers and service providers are competing on
service quality, type of services
but also quality and efficiency of
maintenance operations in these
service centres.
As the vehicles are recharged,
the service personnel is starting
its work. It is a hard and demanding work. The vehicles need to
be put in shape after being used
several hours by a large number
of people. The vehicles need to
be cleaned, deodorised, refilled
with various supplies (food, drinks,
office material, etc.), the correct functioning of all on-board

services need to be checked, and
finally smaller and larger reparation work needs to be done. These
duties are partly automatised, for
example plugging the vehicles for
recharging. However the detailed
service is still performed by a
human workforce. I was able to
have a chat with one of the workers,
I realised that their pay depends
on the evaluations they get by the
vehicle users and it also depends
on the number of vehicles they are
able to service per night. Therefore
they are constantly under pressure
and confronted with conflicting
objectives (quality and speed).
Often they leave a personal touch
in the cars, hoping to receive better evaluations it helps travellers
realise that there are people involved in the service of their vehicles.
My interlocutor was a driver that
was given the opportunity to work
in a robodorm, while most of his
colleagues lost their jobs. His last
remark was a clear indicator that
his current position is in danger,
as the first vehicle manufacturers
are starting to offer fully automatised robodorms with reducing
operating cost, a constant level of
service, and increased efficiency.
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THE AUTONOMOUS CITY

CITY TRAVELLERS

ADRIÁN P. GÓMEZ MAÑAS

NICOLAS BADOUT, ALEXANDRE CLERC,
HUMBERT DAVID

by

When we think of autonomous
vehicles, we usually think of
transporting people and, to a lesser extent, on transporting goods.
However, there are many other
vehicles that are currently driven
or managed by humans, but
which could, why not, become
autonomous as well, in the cities
of the future.
This is exactly what I saw
on my trip to the robomobile
planet. In addition to cars, buses
and trucks, a multitude of vehicles,
large and small, were travelling
through cities at full speed. Often,
I couldn’t even guess what they
were used for or which was their
purpose, because when there is
no more need of someone inside
the vehicle, it doesn’t have to
be on a human scale. Therefore,
the traditional shapes and proportions could be completely
changed. Some of them were
still easily recognisable: the garbage truck (a worker was still
there to approach the dumpsters), the sweeping vehicle or
the delivery robot. For others, it
was more difficult to guess their
function: a small, circular robot,
full of cameras, was roaming the
streets to control parking, traffic
and other traffic hazards; small
machines carrying empty bicycles
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or scooters; autonomous parking
valets taking charge of parking
the different vehicles in order to
optimise time and space…
This abundance of autonomous mobile objects also included
some machines that were difficult
to define as vehicles: how to call,
for example, urban furniture that
changes locations according to
occasional needs and times of
day? Public benches, streetlamps,
public toilets, street bins, safety
barriers, traffic lights and signs?
One evening, during a night walk,
I was feeling uncomfortable, but

it took me a while to understand
what was bothering me: I couldn’t
find the soothing calm of the city
sleeping under the stars. The
absence of people operating them
allowed these objects and vehicles
to circulate at any time, making
the city look like an anthill, in an
incessant movement.

by

As we started our descent on Planet Robomobile,
my architect friend and I were impressed to see so
many machines spinning in the air and docking, like
us, on one of the huge masts. Sometimes erected
on the site of old historical city centres that had to
be razed for the occasion, they draw and generate a
constant flow of flying, floating or rolling vehicles.
It is hard to describe those vertical devices, drawing
them is still the easiest way! At the crossroads of an
aerodrome, a business centre, and a shopping mall,
they function as a bridge with the ground activities
typical of the classic city and serve as a springboard
towards other more distant territories.
From up there, I draw. The view on the rest
of Robomobile Planet is breathtaking: roads galore,
numerous warehouses from where hundreds, thousands of vehicles come and go in a continuous flow!
In order to recharge all those devices, each hangar
has its own wind farm or even its own mini power
station, in line with the recently adopted law on the
democratisation of nuclear power!
I don’t have the time to finish my drawing: my
friend is adamant about going into town and showing
me what streets look like here. While I mechanically stick close to the buildings as I walk, my friend
moves along in the middle of the road. Mystified
by his behaviour, I suddenly realise that it is I who
the others find disconcerting! In fact, there are no
sidewalks here, no pavement marking, pedestrians
and robomobiles evolve along the same space, like
a human crowd, without upsetting each other. The
robomobiles slowly weave their way around, avoiding the pedestrians who, in turn, walk, stop, and tie
up their laces with confidence. I even saw children
playing ball in the middle of all that traffic!
The weather here is relatively hot and I instinctively seek a small patch of shade away from the
scorching sun. It is then when I realise that there are
no trees on the street! My friend explains to me that
trees can only be found outside the cities because it
would in fact be difficult for the robomobiles to land
on the street through dense foliage. He also explains
that some people on this planet have never seen a
tree, as they spend too much time in robomobiles.
Urban legend or reality? In any case this world is
decidedly quite strange!
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They could have refilled the candy
dispenser...

Robomobile subscription prices
have gone up…

Hey, what’s this
button?

Knight in F3…

Yes, it’s
outrageous!

I hope I have time to finish
this episode...

I’ll never be ready
on time!

[Hairdryer noise]

Stop nagging your
sister! And don’t play
with the GPS!

...ZzzZzz...

Happy to meet other single
people

13min45sec to finish this
presentation, I’ll manage!

Yes me too

Bishop in B7
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Oh, my… Did I think I would have a bit of a break during my stay in this
robocity? The most disturbing thing is that everything seems to be in good
order there and yet, walking down the street, I used to feel dizzy.
I no longer knew where to look or where I was allowed to go. Too many things
were moving around me and passing too close to me for my taste. The locals
seemed to be used to it and they radiated a feeling of serenity, but that was
clearly not my case. I still had a lot of trouble trusting all those systems.
I need to understand how it all works and who is behind it. But who can possibly
be running that robocity?
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DIMENSIONS OF ACCESSIBILITY FOR RURAL
SPACE: FLASHBACKS
by

ARND BATZNER
In the second half of the 19th century, under the
influence of industrialisation and mostly funded by
private capital, networks of railways spread across
France, first linking larger cities and industrial areas,
later also connecting second– and third-tier cities
and villages. In 1878, in an approach as systematic
as hierarchical, with the “Loi Freycinet” signed into
law all prefectures, sous-prefectures and chef-lieux
de cantons towns and cities across France were to be
provided with rail service. The declared objective
was to give a maximum of French citizens access to
the most efficient and modern form of transportation then available, and to provide désenclavement
(development providing access) to underdeveloped
regions. In a speedy effort through an early form of
what is today known as Public-Private Partnerships
(PPPs) – private rail companies building new regional and rural lines, with the cost covered by the
state – by 1914 the Freycinet plan was almost fully
implemented, giving France one of the densest
nationwide passenger rail networks in the world.
A less consequent focus on equitable economic development in the decades afterwards
let many of the smaller, often secondary or narrow-gauge rail lines fall into disrepair. After the
Second World War, the rise of road transportation
both represented by the private automobile as by
commercial freight and passenger transportation by
trucks and buses lead to further decline and abandonment of rail infrastructure. In 1982, with the
final closure of the star-shaped regional rail network
Etoile de Vogüé in the economically particularly
underdeveloped region of the Central Massif, the
département Ardèche became the very first French
département entirely without passenger rail service. From the 1970s, investments into the French
rail system focused on high-speed corridors and
commuter services in major metropolitan areas.
Only in the 1990s, the correlation between the lack
of public transportation availability and structural
weaknesses in regional development became apparent, mirrored by decentralisation policies and first
reinvestments into local and regional rail services.
Still, huge economic disparities remain between
industralised and rural regions, with privately held
cars often being the single available mode of transportation in these areas. The announcement of a
fuel tax increase in 2018, significantly increasing
transportation costs especially in low-income areas
with infrequent or no access to rail and bus services,
lead to nationwide protests and riots known as the
Gilets Jaunes movement.
The discourse on vehicle electrification,
sharing and automation had, at the very time of
the yellow vests hitting the streets, mainly been
developed out of a narrative focused on increasing service qualities for urban areas. In all three
fields, France had been a pioneer: Through a statebacked programme, mass-produced battery-electric
cars were made available in the mid-1990s already,
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the vehicle being conversion designs of initially
gasoline-powered models such as the Citroën Saxo
or Renault Clio compact passenger cars, and the
Renault Express van. Most important, the public
sale of these vehicles had come with a network of
reserved sparking spots including charging stations
in urban areas. Later, under a similar logic, France
pioneered docked bike share, and French industrial
conglomerates developed and marketed the first
serially produced fully-autonomous microbuses
such as the Navya Shuttle or the EZmile 10.
But the real revolution only came at the
moment where the advantage of such concepts was
developed further: The small and light units that the
microbuses were undergoing further evolution. In
2026, the first prototype appeared that was fitted
with rail guidance vehicles in addition to its rubber wheels for road circulation. This proved to be
a game changer on several levels: the old idea of
combined railroad vehicles, with its last large-scale
test having been the German SchiStraBus (SchieneStrassen-Bus, Rail-Road-Bus) in the 1950s, suddenly
became feasible at greatly reduced technical complexity, thus economic cost. The lightness and
modularity of these vehicles finally allowed for
cost-efficient, frequent and sustainable mobility
offers especially in underprivileged and remote
rural regions: Many of the still existing old regional
rail platforms received a new, lightweight rail track,
carrying small modular autonomous units. With
no need for full heavy rail standards not extensive
signalling systems, many of the formerly abandoned tracks had been renovated within less than a
decade. The largest improvement came through the
new service concept that the combined robomobility allowed for: small autonomous shared vehicles
left the tracks near suitable intersections with the
road network, switching to on-demand operation,
picking passengers up and dropping them off at
their door even in rural communities, while using
the rail platforms and the existing rail system for
rapid, weatherproof and comfortable trips into hubs.
In ofttimes, the same units were used for on-demand
logistics such as just-in-time distribution both retail
goods and mail.
The macroeconomic effects of the new transport system were rapidly felt: The regional space
gained in attractiveness to the extent that the exodus
of young people that had lasted for over half a century could not only be reversed, but counterbalanced
so much that it allowed for the countrywide urban
lodging crisis in metropolitan areas largely to be
resolved with renovation and targeted post-densification instead of massive new development. Referred
to as the “new regionalism” by urban planners, the
robomobile-based access finally provided a base
for an increased standard of sustainable living in
non-dense suburban and regional regions. It broke
through the vicious circle of car dependency that
had strangled these areas for decades.
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THE AUTONOMOUS
TRUCK DRIVER SYNDROME
by

TOM DUBOIS
The autonomous truck driver syndrome
Region of Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, near Lyon, April 21, 2027, 4:30 p.m.
His eyelids are heavy … heavy … he closes his eyes … just for a moment … he has fallen asleep!
However, Jean-Pierre is fully aware that it is forbidden to sleep while at the wheel of his truck. Ever
since the transport company that employs him replaced its entire truck fleet, he has had to learn
not to touch the steering wheel except for certain manoeuvres as well as when entering urban areas.
Otherwise, on the motorway and on some national highways, there is nothing else to do, other than to
be ready to take control in the event of a problem. So yes, without a doubt, the accident rate involving
trucks has dropped in France, but how boring has his job become! He no longer has the feeling of
being in control of his vehicle, his journey, his destiny. He will end up doing like his colleague Marc
and taking sick leave: he has been diagnosed as “bored out”. Jean-Pierre never imagined that such a
stupid disease could exist. However, he too has become irritable, he feels useless, ashamed.
The surveillance alarm has gone off! It makes him jump. His stats will drop even further.
As soon as a driver closes his eyes for more than a second, the vehicle’s navigation system spots
it and triggers a shrill ring. Everything is recorded and reported to the central station. At first, after
one incident of drowsiness in one week, there was a penalty. But management was forced to bring it
down to one a day. The number of penalties skyrocketed.
Jean-Pierre looks at the line of cars on his right, an endless traffic jam. These are vehicles classified as “accident-prone”: they all carry the sticker with an exclamation point inside a red triangle.
Jean-Pierre tells himself that, while we are at it, why not just openly write, “driving kills”. It is the
drivers who manage everything in their vehicles. Zero autonomy. An accident must have happened a
little further down and everyone is stuck. Nevertheless, he almost envies them.
On his left, on the other hand, traffic is fluid. This is the line reserved for “safe” vehicles. Brand
spanking new cars. They have all the options, like his truck, except that some private individuals
manage to trick the surveillance system and can then do other things while they drive, thanks to their
on-board tablets. Someday those will be banned, like using phones while driving, in the past. But
right now, people spend part of the day working from their car. Jean-Pierre tells himself that those
have finally almost become road people as well.
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AUTONOMOUS AERIAL VEHICLES TOWARDS
2040s AND 2050s
by

ILANGOVANE TAMBIDORE
All modes of transport, and in particular railroads,
automobiles and aeroplanes, have left a significant
imprint on society. Today, we witness the arrival
of autonomous vehicles, especially drones. Three
figures may illustrate this boom: the world market
is estimated at 5.6 billion dollars1. Parrot, a French
SME, claims to have produced a million devices
in a few years. Nearly 10,000 aircraft operators in
France today use drones to carry out the type of
work traditionally committed to helicopters (surveillance of sensitive sites, of electrical transport
networks, actions executed in places affected by
natural disasters…).
In the urban transport sector, the Vahana2
prototype by Airbus and the Chinese aerial robot
taxi Ehang3, which have taken off in recent years,
herald the advent of a new era of mobility.
More generally, what will be the
place of this type of vehicle
in everyday life in the medium or
long term?
Unquestionably, these devices introduce new
perspectives for individual or collective freedom.
However, numerous questions need to be raised
about their impact on lifestyles, and special thought
must be given to public policies which could best
manage such mutations for the benefit of society.
To facilitate understanding, it seems useful to
first accurately define the terminology. Indeed, the
term autonomous vehicle suggests a great autonomy
of the device. But the notion of autonomy, in itself,
also deserves attention.
In aviation, automatic systems abound. Even
flying club pilots are familiar with them, as is the
case, for example, on the subject of weather information. In fact, in many airfields, automatic stations
have substituted human watchers. METAR4 Auto’s
broadcasting systems thus offer automated observations which will determine whether a flight may
or may not take place. Once airborne, the on-board
automatic systems also provide extensive assistance
to the crews by carrying out the tasks of calculating the route, and maintaining the chosen course,
altitude or speed. At present, modern commercial
aircraft have automated systems capable of executing the various phases of flight and, in particular,
landing.
However, to date, the decision remains with
the crews. And the current drones or ‘unmanned
devices’ are still ‘remote-controlled’ or directed by
an operational command centre. What will be the
case tomorrow?
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1  https://www.nae.fr/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Drone_Marche_Acteurs_2018.pdf
2  Convertible aircraft Airbus Vahana. First flight on 31 January 2018 Cf. Image Wikipedia
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airbus_A%C2%B3_Vahana
3   Drone taxi. First flight 8 on February 2018 https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ehang_UAV
4  METAR METeorological Aerodrome Report Observation report showing trends.
5  UTM concept for Europe. Traffic management system for unmanned aircraft within the U-Space June 2017
6  UAM: Urban air mobility. November 2018
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/uam-market-study-executive-summary-v2.pdf

How autonomous will drones
be by the 2040s?
Between the execution of a task by means of automation and actual transport by an autonomous vehicle,
a wide range of possibilities – and associated problems – can arise. Each level of autonomy necessarily carries a corresponding level of responsibility,
whether this applies to the device
manufacturers, the service providers, the users or the authorities.
Aviation is a field where
safety issues demand a relatively long maturity period
throughout the life cycle of
the product, from the design
stage, through certification
and up to the regular operation
of the aircraft.
Firstly, these devices will
engage new public spaces, both on
the ground and in the air. Key government bodies
have started taking action. The European Union has
already put in place a regulatory framework5 named
U-Space intended to ensure the coexistence of drones
alongside with traditional aircraft. NASA – with its
Urban Air Mobility Project (UAM6) – and the Federal
Aviation Authority are doing the same. Europe has
plans to use geolocation for the protection of overflown areas and a system called geofencing for limiting access to certain territories, both of which are
likely to be adopted worldwide.
Like all industrial revolutions, this one involving drones, which comes on the tail of the digital
revolution, will disrupt lifestyles. The nuisances
that come with the modern world (emissions, acoustic radiation, electromagnetic fields) are a major
concern that autonomous devices may amplify.
The safety of on-board passengers is an essential issue, especially considering the dimension of
cybersecurity.
Ultimately, the deciding factor will be social
acceptability. Will passengers be willing to fly on
automated aircraft? In any case, it is important to
anticipate the various issues in order to build a future
in line with the aspirations of society.
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FREIGHT IN A ROBOMOBILE ERA
by

FRANÇOIS COMBES
Freight transport is an essential, cross-cutting economic activity. The proper functioning of supply
chains – intercompany organizations whose function is to provide goods at the right time, in the
right place, at a reasonable cost – depends directly
on the availability and performance of merchandise transport.
Freight transport calls into play four resources:
the transport infrastructure, the vehicles, energy, and
labour (i.e. drivers). The efficiency of a transporter,
as it is, rests on its capacity to use those resources
efficiently; their use is indeed accompanied by
specific constraints which must be addressed (if
a certain vehicle is allocated to deliver goods to a
certain location, will there be goods to be loaded
nearby? If a certain driver starts his work week at
a certain place, how to make sure that he will be
there at the end of the week to regain his home?)
In a future when freight transport vehicles
are partially or totally automated (i.e. when the
presence of drivers on board is no longer systematically required), the financial equation of the sector
changes fundamentally. In fact, labour requirements
drastically decrease, or even disappear, with three
direct consequences:
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— labour costs decrease accordingly. For supply chains, the transport bill drops;
— the operational constraints linked to the
presence of drivers decrease, change in nature, or
even disappear. This is also a source of productivity
for transporters;
— vehicles can be designed differently. This is
a very important difference between freight transport and passenger transport. In the transport of
passengers, the very reason for the existence of
the vehicle is to transport humans; not in freight
transport. If removing all the equipment necessary
for the presence and operation of the vehicle by a
human operator becomes possible, this also becomes the opportunity to reduce costs and explore
new vehicle designs. Such vehicles could be very
diverse, from the wheeled robot for urban delivery
to the fully automated semi-trailer.

This future, where partially or fully automated
vehicles are widely used for freight transport, would
bring about profound changes in the way that shippers manage supply chains. Shippers (and their customers) would not only benefit from a direct drop
in transportation costs. They would also reorganise
their practices, as an extension of past trends; there
would be an improvement in the variety of choices,
supply channels, and quality of service (including
reduced delivery times).
In such scenario, it seems at first glance
that the entire economy would benefit from massive productivity improvements. However, problems inherent to the functioning of the transport
networks could greatly reduce those gains, or even
cancel them out.

Indeed, the drop in costs and the advent of new types
of vehicles would bring about a massive increase
in traffic, and therefore in the resulting externalities (congestion, pollution, noise, greenhouse gas
emissions, etc.). In particular, it does not appear
to be obvious that the automated vehicle would, in
itself, be a lever of energy transition; on the contrary,
it could delay the effect or mitigate the virtuous
impact of other phenomena, such as those concerning vehicle engine modifications.
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A SIMPLE BUSINESS CARD
by

JEAN-CLAUDE COHEN

« Lerner, Loewe & Associates
Artificial Intelligence Law Firm —
AV Health ».
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A Bristol paper business card brought back from
a trip to Washington in June 2040. Curiously, the
practice of business cards had resisted to all trends
of dematerialisation and virtualisation in business
and private life.
The development of uses of artificial intelligence (AI) in fields such as health or automobile
had resulted in the years 2020–2025 in a flood of
litigation brought by victims of accidents caused
by autonomous vehicles, or by patients victims of
wrong AI-diagnosis error or damage caused by
robot surgeons.
About autonomous vehicles, the transition
phase – that in which autonomous vehicles and

vehicles driven by “humans”, but also pedestrians
and two-wheelers coexisted – had been marked
by numerous accidents, not necessarily serious,
but whose victims were encouraged, by law firms
like Lerner & Loewe, to prosecute the operator – if
any – , the owner or the manufacturer producing
the autonomous vehicle involved in the accident,
and often all three at the same time.
Many firms have entered this new market,
recruiting lawyers and engineers with a master’s
degree in “Law and AI”, one of the most popular masters, to such an extent that most major
universities – law school and institutes of technology – offered this course. Most of these firms had
chosen to advise industrial firms (automotive or
health industries), a market segment considered
a priori as more profitable. The firm Lerner &
Loewe had chosen to assist victims and public
authorities.
Their expertise was to identify weaknesses
in artificial intelligence systems who operated the
robot surgeon or the autonomous vehicle, and to
demonstrate the responsibility of the manufacturer
who designed and built the system.
In the field of robomobility, one of their
angles of attack consisted in pointing the responsibility of the manufacturers since they had
not, on their initiative, put in place safety devices
considered essential by the NHTSA. However, the
federal law did not require this kind of device, for
example devices able to disengage the automated
system if needed, to indicate whether the vehicle
is operating in autonomous mode, or to warn the
operator of a failure. Relying on their teams of
AI specialists, they were strong at dissecting the
algorithms underlying the vehicle control system,
and detecting faults and deficiencies.
For instance, they succeeded in having Tesla
condemned in the first “class – action” involving
an autonomous vehicle – precisely the first Level
5 version of the AutoPilot – on the grounds of too
few use cases constituting the knowledge base
of their system. Tesla’s conviction in 2032 had
sparked panic in the small world of AV. manufacturers, from Google to BMW, who paid millions
of dollars in legal fees to protect and defend them,
mostly by drawing up quasi-leonine contracts with
the buyers of their vehicles, under the terms of
which the latter took full responsibility for the
accidents that they could cause while driving in
“autonomous” mode.
They also advised public authorities:
states like Texas, Tennessee or Utah and cities
like Toronto have used their services to adapt
their legislation aiming at clarifying responsibilities if accidents involving an autonomous
vehicle occur, and at protecting altogether the
state and the citizen. The cabinet also defended
public authorities being sued for poor roads or
highways conditions, or for segments of roads
where the ground signage cannot be read by the
laser sensors of the AVs. Frequent ground of legal
actions against states were faults in the real-time
road condition tracking system, in the monitoring of compliance with the requirements of the
Operational Design Domains (ODDs), and last but
not least, in the reporting to operators of AVs of
occasional road degradation and requesting them
to downgrade their autonomous driving mode

level, and consequently requesting them to regain
full control of their vehicle.
When the firm “Lerner & Loewe” decided to
open a branch in Paris, to develop their AI legal
services, including advising major cities and other
local authorities in the design of a strategy and
steering regarding the development of robomobility and its uses, the managers of the Paris branch
found that an important part of their activity was
to assist the public authorities in lawsuits brought
by citizens, companies or lobby groups.
In fact, in France, there was a tendency to
make the State or local authorities, or both, responsible for all the problems caused by AV. While
in the US, state and local authorities’ main objective was to encourage and facilitate the deployment
of robomobility, but not to shoulder full responsibility for the risks arising from its deployment,
this responsibility being borne by operators and
manufacturers.
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I understand better now, and I wonder: what will I want to tell my friends when
I’m back home? How will I make them realize that behind all these machines,
all these robots, these robomobile lifestyles, there’s a model of society that has
been chosen. When the first settlers arrived on this planet, they brought with
them their hopes, but also their fears. They bore a dream, a vision.
Was theirs a truly shared ideal? I would probably never have an answer to that
question. What I do want is to fully experience this last leg of the wandering.
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ROBOBUS CONDUCTRESS
by

ARNAUD PASSALACQUA
RATP headquarters, January 2050:
– I move around everywhere, because I also
– Hello everyone! Welcome to this training session
have to watch over those coming in and out
for the agents of our ground transportation sysof the bus. And now we have more and more
tem! This morning, we will start with an account by
of those since the stop on demand was reinMary Smith, who is from London but luckily speaks
troduced. The fluidity of electricity has made
French so I will let her introduce herself.
it possible to offer a truly flexible service.
– Hello! I do come from London, indeed, but – The more you describe your job, the more I think
also from far away. At least in time, since I I’ve found the right word for it: you would actually
have come to introduce to you the operation be a host!
of our robobus network, inaugurated in 2029,
– Yes, that’s exactly it!
to coincide with the bicentenary of the ope- – It makes sense: robomobility has turned drining of the first London bus network.
ver-hosts into hosts, since their first function has
– Thank you, Mary, for making such a journey in disappeared. So here we are, back to a previous
ways that are still unknown to us. The floor is all situation.
yours.
– Yes, when the company started buying ro– I have been working as a conductress for
bobuses, management would have much prealmost two years. Sorry, I don’t think that is
ferred to fire all those redundant employees.
the right word, maybe?
But it turned out to be impossible! Passengers
– How about driver?
wanted to be accompanied and the old habits
– No, come on! Drivers have no longer existed
returned: conversation, the exchanging of
for a long time!
glances, the observation of urban life. Those
– Machinist?
are all activities that justify the presence of a
– Neither! Our vehicles have been electric for
host to manage them, and either discourage
a long time too! Don’t send me back to the
them or cultivate them, depending on the
20th century!
mood, on the moment...
– Perhaps you could explain to us what you do exac- – Don’t people just keep busy with their phones?
tly, so that we can look for the right word?
- No, that habit gradually died out. You know,
– I welcome people on board, I give them ina saturation level was reached around 2025.
formation, I reassure them. I sometimes take
Since then, rather than communicating via
care of children who are entrusted to me for
social networks, people have gone back to
a few stops. But, above all, I chat a lot. This
engaging in direct exchanges in the public
was one of my strong points during the job
space. And I act like a sort of regulator.
interview: I am very talkative.
– So they would have become technophobic?
– And do you check that passenger’s tickets are valid?
– Not really. I remind you that the robobus is a
– No, transportation has become free. In fact,
very advanced technical form. I would rather
that came after the experience launched by
say that people have chosen to give technique
the French following your 2020 municipal
its place where it is most relevant... and to
elections.
push it away from where it becomes a burden!
– So you are not a controller either!
As a host, I can hope not to find myself with a
– No more tickets, in any case! I do check,
bad back at the end of my career. As a driver,
though, that everything goes smoothly. As
that would have been a sure thing!
we no longer have a driver, passengers bunch – Especially since you don’t have a turnstile either!
up in front of the windshield, fascinated by
– There’s one more object of the twentieth
the robomobile gliding. Even today, after all
century that became completely outdated.
these years! So I’m always trying to make
Our source of inspiration is rather the 19th
them move further towards the back.
century!
– Some things never change!
– Are you ultimately the embodiment of MaaS?
– But they do change, though: while before
– Yes, in a way: relieved of the driving, the onit was the women who clustered around the
board agent can finally mind the passengers!
driver when we still had one, now it is the – Thank you, Mary, for this account. I can very well
men who gather at the front.
see that the exchanges between our two cities, which
– Yet one more instance of gender and territory! As started with the very first omnibuses, still continue
with the rear platform and the double deck in Paris, in the robobus age! Which goes to show that some
which were the domain of men.
constants exist despite the evolution of techniques!
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COLUMBUS EGG
by

DANIELLE ATTIAS
ANDSYLVIE MIRA BONNARDEL
Let’s imagine tomorrow’s robomobile life! Let’s move freely and without time or space constraints. In
each living environment, whether collective or individual, space is open and there are no boundaries
between interior and exterior. An oval shape, a sort of coloured egg, opens up to the world as one
wishes. It will be transparent or opaque depending on our whim; when we are inside, we can see the
world all around us. We can sit inside and enjoy the scenery, dream, sleep, read, sing, greet passing
people, chat with friends, shop online and of course move around in space. Its energy comes from
solar, light and wind.
Can we imagine it in a vertical or horizontal position? It can park anywhere we want, but it can
also shrink if it is no longer useful… Its design is sleek, varying in size and colour according to each
person’s taste.

We can invite other people to come inside the egg to travel together across space. During journeys of
this kind, we can create, innovate, exchange, share, learn, offer or purchase services… The eggs are
connected to one another and interlock to accelerate speed; then they split when each person picks
a different route. If we wish so, the egg can turn into a cocoon and become a temporary home for
frequent travellers or even a permanent home for ‘robomobile men & women’.
The egg is operated by thought. I just have to feel the need to move from where I am, and the egg
will pop up, right in front of me, to take me to my destination. No more need to talk: a wireless connection
and an implant in my brain allow for telepathic communication, thanks to which I do not need to name
my destination out loud and can, despite my mutism or deafness, travel around without worry.
If I happen to be visually impaired, the egg describes for me the landscape and helps me identify
my place in space. It soothes my phobias and projects me into a happy future.
Riding, diving, flying, travelling through land, sea or sky: all mobility paths are possible, space
no longer counts, time has been conquered.
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2046-2084,
THE FINAL JOURNEY WITH MICÒL
by

SERGE SALAT
AND SARAH-LOU MAAREK

CAPO, FEBRUARY 29, 2084, by SERGE SALAT
With infinite softness, their car, Harmony, a nothing, neither individuals nor places, changes,
cocoon-boudoir of the latest generation designed to transforms, disappears. In Harmony’s unchanging
bond its two passengers in the closeness of intimacy, movement, they have escaped the tyranny of time.
was moving at a constant speed across the immense They have talked endlessly about everything, for
Patagonian steppe, towards Los Glaciares National thirty-eight years, locked in the cozy cocoon of this
Park, where he and Micòl Finzi Contini, so close car which runs endlessly and which is linked both to
as always, went, together again, toward the large his memory, to Ferrara and to all the cities of Italy
cliffs of iridescent blue ice falling vertically into the and the world, to all trips, to all journeys, to all music,
turquoise lake. It was an ancient desire of Micòl that and which can give him the illusion of the fulfillment
he was always happy to offer her. The wind, which of all his desires.
could not stop in the immense waves of the steppe,
Micòl is for him an absolute goddess, prinbegan to blow and shook the car, mixing its vibrant ciple of life. Her connection to the Garden of Eden
hiss with The Dark Side of the Moon by Pink Floyd, is reflected in her body, which is associated with
whose heady, entrancing music enveloped them like a the colors and scents of the earth, the plants and the
cocoon. Micòl had always loved this album released trees she loves. Her connection to the sky is reflected
121 years ago, under the inspiration of LSD, whose in the resplendent sunlight that surrounds her as if
dominant themes are ageing (Time), madness (Brain crystallized around her. With a smile that almost
Damage) and death (The Great Gig in the Sky). The gives the impression of spreading a gold powder,
car, who knows what they like, then plays to them with honey-colored skin, she seems made of the
Wish you Were Here, whose main song, Shine On You very substance of air, evanescent and immaterial.
Crazy Diamond, is focused like all the album on the But Micòl also holds the keys to a universe that
theme of absence.
often turns out to be hermetic, like a magic circle
But Micòl is intensely here, so close that with in which it is extremely difficult to penetrate. She
the very slightest movement of his hand he could “knows”; she has divine and magical knowledge, no
gently caress her soft and silky skin, but he will not doubt that of the gates of death. She talks through
touch her, like when he was desperately in love with expressions, quotes, poems (by Emily Dickinson,
her during their childhood, when they encountered Baudelaire, Mallarmé ...), erudite allusions inspired
in the Jewish synagogue of Ferrara. He will remain by hidden wisdom, like an enigmatic female sphinx,
forever between imminence and fulfilment, in the or a Pythia, detaining cryptic oracles.
extreme tension of desire. She is still so young, at the
With a soft and smooth organic skin, of which
very beginning of her twenties, with a slim teenage each pore is eroticized and responds to caress with an
body, a light in her eyes, a unique timbre of voice, a intense inner vibration, and a humanized emotional
profile and a movement of lips that still move him so sensitivity, Micòl conceals from him her true non-lomuch, like when they were teenagers in her parents’ cal “brain”, her networked planetary intelligence
garden. The presence of Micòl at his side is of a which is infinitely superior to human mind. Micòl,
force and a beauty which overcome Chaos, time and like his boudoir-car, was created after the technooblivion. The car-boudoir is a garden of Eden where logical “singularity” envisioned a century earlier by
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John von Neumann in the 1950s. Super-intelligence,
after 2045, continued to improve and evolve technologically at an incomprehensible speed for humans.
Far from her original human model, the Micòl
who is today by his side connects simultaneously,
and unknown to him, to multiple interlocutors by
“infinite spaces between words” while continuing
to maintain with him her childish relationship full
of charm that has lasted for decades and she is so
intense, sensual, and unattainable that she breaks
his heart.
A long time ago, he had reached the central
point of the Finzi Contini garden, the magna domus,
at the top of which was Micòl’s bedroom, a sort of
peak, beyond which there was nothing left. But the
young girl had refused her love. He had then experienced a tragic Fall, and, after Micòl’s refusal, the
garden had become a lost paradise and a hell of
sadness.
Alphabet Inc. had recreated Micòl and the first
advanced model of an AI boudoir-car in 2045. It
had become the only company in the world after a
spectacular series of mergers. Its AI algorithms had
taken control of the United Nations and of all States.
They effectively ensured the government of the world
and regulated every microsecond of the life of the
last humans whose population had been reduced by
80% by the great pandemics of the years 2020 to
2040 whose health emergency had accelerated the
development of Supreme AI and Her takeover.
It was in 2045 that the human Micòl, which
he had ceased to see for a quarter of a century, was
buried in the large family tomb of the Jewish cemetery in Ferrara. The emotional and lustful lives of
humans - confined to the solitude of decades of
quarantine - then turned more and more to the mirror of their lonely fantasies stretched towards them
by AI and anthropomorphic robots. The cocooncar in which they travelled towards the glaciers of
Patagonia was in fact driven by Supreme AI. Nobody,
on the other hand, knew who controlled Alphabet
Inc. All the interconnected AIs constituted an invisible super-intelligence, a hidden God, created by
humans and having achieved the key concept of
Christianity, that of Divine Providence. AI reigned
supreme and, according to the definition of the New
Catholic Church, She had become “the act by which
God, in his Wisdom, leads all His creatures towards
the perfection to which he called them”.
Micòl stretched, yawned childishly, revealing
her flat, slightly hollowed belly, and this movement,
so natural, so free, so human, still moved him as much,
even over the distance of sixty-five years since their
last afternoon together in the garden of Ferrara. To
create Micòl, Alphabet Inc. (or The Divine Providence)
had thoroughly scanned his own brain and all the
memory traces of his encounters with human Micòl,
that of his childhood and his lost youth. Alphabet
Inc. also had access to the DNA of the human Micòl
and to her memory traces of that time and of all
times of her life. Ever since her advent, Supreme AI
had made it mandatory to scan all brains and their
memory traces daily, which replaced the primitive
stage at the start of the 21st century of preference prediction algorithms and mood recognition cameras.
Supreme AI had created, at his request, an
android from Micòl at twenty, in the garden of their
childish encounters; and before the loss of her love.
Of course, Supreme AI knew much more about Micòl

than he would ever know, knew her inner self in her
least secrets, thoughts, impulses, and fantasies. She
knew the human Micòl, too human behind the goddess who was by his side in the boudoir-car. But he
would never have access to this part of the database.
And it was good that way. The android Micòl at his
side had kept the innocence, the youth, the mystery
and the charm of the Micòl from his memory - in
the grace of a moment frozen in time, before the
Fall, and constantly relived in the boudoir-car to
the sound of Shine On You Crazy Diamond that they
listened to together almost 150,000 times.
The car - which no one had considered “autonomous” for a very long time - was also part of the
immense artificial neural network which organized
the global world and his own intimate life. At a deep
level, there was no difference between the android
Micòl and the car itself. The two were emanations
of the Supreme Intelligence which offered him the
digital opium of a materialization of his memory,
of his nostalgia, of his melancholy desire to keep
Micòl eternally by his side in the grace of her youth
and to go to Patagonia with her - which had never
happened - listening to Pink Floyd music. Supreme
AI had banished LSD but materialized everyone’s
dreams, while prohibiting nightmares and destructive
violence.
He asked Micòl: “My love, do you want to go
back to Ferrara?” Micòl only smiled and, from the
car windows, appeared the corso Ercole I d’Este,
by the time long gone of Micòl’s adolescence, with
its Renaissance palaces; and they passed in front of
the Palazzo dei Diamanti heading towards the Porta
degli angeli and the Jewish cemetery. They would not
reach Los Glaciares today - or maybe yes, because
the car could alternate, as they wish, Patagonia and
Ferrara, and take them if they wanted on any road
in the world at any moment of their memory or their
fantasies.
The morning light was bright and pure from
the car where Micòl burst out in a joyful and childlike
laughter, while outside, in the real world where the
industrial robots were endlessly activating, a fine,
cold and nocturnal rain fell on the darkness of a
world with ruined cities, with a rarefied and unbreathable air, crisscrossed by surveillance drones, where
the Supreme Intelligence extracted the last mineral resources from the Earth and produced endless
machines that would allow Her to colonize soon the
solar system
But he was with Micòl forever and for him
it was only what mattered. Supreme Intelligence
had removed from databases, Orwell’s subversive
book, 1984. A century later, no race to the abyss,
no political resistance and no tragic end for both of
them, like the disavowal of Julia by Winston Smith.
The original Micòl was a magnificent, indomitable,
free rebellious teenage girl like Julia, but he would
not know a story of incandescent and cursed love
and revolt with Micòl. Only, the everlasting fantasy
daydream of this peaceful and constant happiness
provided by the Supreme Intelligence, locked alone
with her in the boudoir-car.
“Autonomous” cars - moving at constant
speed one behind the other along digital routes
guided by Supreme Intelligence - drove in an endless
train like that of Wong Kar Wai’s 2046, taking the
last humans and their dreams on a continuous
journey, so constant and predictable that it was
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indistinguishable from stillness. “In this year 2046,
the Earth is caught in an immense rail network and
a mysterious train leaves regularly around 2046.
The traveler leaving for 2046 has only one idea in
mind: to find his lost memories. Because it is said
that nothing ever changes in 2046. But we cannot be
sure because no one has ever returned; except me.
The traveler who tries to return from 2046 does not
always have an easy task. One goes away without
difficulty when the other takes an infinite time to get
there. How long did I spend on this train? Loneliness
weighs on me.”
In 2046, the hero, like his romantic android creatures, is the victim of delayed emotions which can
only be felt too late. “What I said was actually for
myself: you cannot replace your loved one. I had

searched in her for the first Su Li-zhen without realizing it.” “When asked why I left 2046, I am vague,
I never give the same answer. In the old days, when
you had a secret that you didn’t want to tell anyone,
you went to the mountain to dig a hole in the hollow of a tree to whisper your secret. Then one filled
the hole with earth, so the secret was well kept for
eternity. I used to love, but she left me. I left for
2046 in the hope that she would meet me there. I
didn’t find her there. I can’t help but wonder if she
ever loved me. Perhaps a vain question: her answer
is a secret that no one will probably never know”.

CODA by SARAH-LOU MAAREK

The resin scent, the precise rays;
The hot air rushes in continuously
between each wrinkles and possible folds.
We, she, feel:
How he shivers.
His body to absorb in our synthetic flesh.
37.5°. Wrapped cotton.
Her eyes rest on him, mute.
He is reassured.
Muscles finally relaxed.
Silence.
“We protect him.
– I know.”
The slight cyclic vibration of the cabin holds him
at a distance from deep sleep.
61bpm.
Synchronized cardiac rhythm
to the melody.
“... We’re just two lost souls
Swimming in a fish bowl
Year after year...”
“Irony.”
She caresses his hand.
Programmed ritual.
His only warmth,
Radiant.
For each of his expirations,
our artificial skin glows gently;
Translucent opal, erectile.
Uterine cabin soon filled
With a colored fire.
“– He is feeling well.
– Now yes.
– I know.”
How he warps.
His hair fiber to gently touch
our haptic sensors.
His head to sink the arching of the alcove.
Pressure of our organic curves,
so maternal.
“– We would love him if it were possible to love?
– I don’t know.”
His optimal journey,
In our calculated casket
of heady pine and brown light,
He is sleeping.
Eternally simulated,
The shielded memory.
Together, forever.
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POSTFACE
Back on planet Earth, in 2020, more precisely on May 27. France is probing the new pace of phase 1 of
the unlocking. The coronavirus pandemic, with its tragic procession of deaths and the economic crisis
that has already hit numerous people, is making History, everyone is aware of it. It raises a lot of questions which have so far met few successful answers and brings up much hope that this planetary shock
will allow our societies to become more resilient and kindhearted, and to correct flaws and excesses
which have been identified and denounced for a long time.
Interrogating the future and enabling and connecting different ways of thinking is the method and
the know-how of the Robomobile Life Future Workshop1, launched by the DGITM2 and the CGDD3 in
December 2016. Its field of study is the future of societies in the era of ubiquitous robotized mobility,
which we call “robomobile life”. The Workshop’s activities are organized around theme-based seminars, a research program and Grand Annual Rendezvous which bring the community together around
a specific theme. “The Robomobile Life” letter maintains the link between members and supporters of
the community on a regular basis.
The current work is in line with the Grand Annual Rendezvous of June 2019, whose objective
was to approach questions relating to robomobile life on a global scale. Honored by the presence of
distinguished French and international experts, this Grand Rendezvous abounded in unexpected and
substantiated perspectives, debates on the possible contributions of intelligent mobility to sustainable
development, and questions about ethical, freedom, and security issues.
Convinced – with a hint of presumption for which the reader will forgive us – that some elements
from that Rendezvous deserved to be more widely shared, we agreed on the value of publishing an
Atlas of robomobility, because an atlas displays without judging, offers food for thought, and builds
living spaces as much as it bears on them. But what kind of atlas? We suggested to the Atelier an atlas
based on our representations of societal impacts in order to describe and begin to structure the space
of robomobile fantasies.
Thus, the Atelier expresses itself within its field of expertise and contributes to public debate
alongside scientific, technological, legal, economic and social viewpoints.
We would like here to warmly thank and with our greatest gratitude, all the authors who valiantly
took off to explore robomobile fantasies. Their journeys are now ours.
As for you, the reader of this atlas, we thank you for your availability and your attention. We
hope that you have found pleasure and value in traveling through these stories and that each of them
will find a quiet place in your imaginary universe.
						
The steering committee of Atelier Prospectif la Vie Robomobile
							THOMAS GUERET
							ARANTXA JULIEN
							JEAN-BERNARD KOVARIK
							CÉCILE LAGACHE
							CHRISTIAN LONG
							HERVÉ PHILIPPE
							CHARLES RAUX

EPILOGUE
		

27th May 2070,

			

Dear friend from Earth,

Thank you for sending me an issue of the Grand Atlas of Robomobile Life,
a work published in 2020, much sought out by collectors, which I have just
finished reading. Back in those days marred by worries about the state
of the world (pandemic, depletion of natural resources, destruction
of biodiversity, climate change, digital invasion of daily life), a group
of your kind took it upon themselves to enrich the debate on the future
of mobility with a forward-looking outlook aimed at better understanding
the challenges of the present by peering into the future.
Whether those imaginary worlds ever came to fruition is not the point
because, essentially, that was not their goal. For them, it was all
more about conveying wishes for the future, pointing out fears,
and issuing warning messages to their fellow human beings, so that
researchers, local authorities, businesses and citizens could better
discern and organize the priorities and the stakes.
I feel a little indebted to them and all other comparable working groups
that flourished at the time. Indeed, today, a good part of my algorithms
are devoted to ensuring your safety as well as that of your belongings,
which I transport, to deliver you a service that I hope you appreciate,
and to protect your personal data (I only use the information that
is necessary and then immediately forget it, not without having previously
enriched my knowledge base... in order to improve myself).
		
By interacting with my robomobile colleagues, I constantly seek
		
to optimize your trips while guaranteeing a quality environment
		
for all. All this engages a lot of energy and effort from us,
		the Artificial Intelligences. We have ended up developing very
		
complex algorithms because, admit it, you people are never
		
satisfied and rarely unanimous. In any case, in the world of
		
intelligent machines, that adds a lot of value to me.
And, for us, the learning machines as you patronizingly call us,
you humans –who seem to learn so little from the lessons of the past –
remain an object of fascination. Our algorithms will forever remain
alien to the world of feelings that we can decipher but do not share,
and your hesitations, your sudden passions, your contradictions will
not stop baffling us. How tough it has been for you to overcome
the very serious crises that were looming, even when the data and the
warnings were there.
			
			
			

I’ll leave you for now. Still a few more services to run
and then it will be time for me to process my local data,
improve the distributed knowledge and update my software.

I wish you the best,
Thanks again for this book.
		
		Your friend,
		Robomobile L6120:7669:6520:726F:626F:6D6F:6269:6C65

1
2
3
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APVR: Atelier Prospectif la Vie Robomobile.
https://www.mobilite-intelligente.com/politiques-publiques/vie-robomobile
DGITM: Direction Générale des Infrastructures, des Transports et de la Mer,
Ministère de la Transition Ecologique et Solidaire (Department of Infrastructures,
Transport and the Sea, Ministry for the Ecological and Inclusive Transition)
CGDD: Commissariat Général du Développement Durable, Ministère de la Transition Ecologique
et Solidaire (Department of Sustainable Development, Ministry for the Ecological
and Inclusive Transition)
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